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 Taking care of less than five years total orphans.
 Supporting education for vulnerable children.
 Counseling and supporting vulnerable people including elderly,
widows, and people with disability, among others.
 Promoting of saving culture, credit cooperatives and financial
literacy among vulnerable people and associations.
 Environmental protection through fruit trees plantation.
 Advocacy and support for refugees and vulnerable people.
 Church leadership empowerment through ISOM Bible Trainings,
Seminars and Conferences.
 Evangelism and church planting
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MESSAGE FROM HEM EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Greetings from HEM, Hope for Eternity Ministry, Uganda!
I’m very excited to introduce to you this Annual Report 2020. It is
focusing on different activities by HEM in Uganda in caring for
vulnerable people, supporting them, and advocating for them so that
they can have hope for better lives and a better household.
For this year 2020, we focused on vulnerable children less than five
years old, vulnerable women, elderly persons and financial inclusion.
v

Although the year 2020 had many challenges caused by Covid-19, HEM
did its very best to care for vulnerable people in Kyaka II and Nakivale settlements, and in Kampala
by supporting them with food, health and sanitation materials, especially during the lockdown period.
It is important for me to recognize that OPM and UNHCR collaborated with us and guided our staff
so our achievements could continue to be first-rate.
To all our partners, funders and people from around the world that continued to support our work, we
are very grateful. Please continue to support us; please don’t stop!
This annual report will show you our 2020 achievement in photos, and data, mainly in Kampala, Kyaka
II Refugee Settlement, as wel as in Nakivale and Kyangwale.
HEM strongly believes that refugees, when given opportunities, can solve their own problems relating
especially to livelihoods.
On behalf of HEM, I thank you for taking your time to read this report. We will be waiting for your
comments and reactions regarding this report and on what we do. Sincere apologies – English is not
my first language.
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Pastor Bonaventure DUSABE
HEM Executive Director
www.hemafrica.org
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May God bless you!
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INTRODUCTION AND ORGANIZATION
Why and How Hope for Eternity Ministry (HEM) Was Created
Seven years ago, Pastor Bonaventure Dusabumuremyi, and some friends, started Hope for Eternity
Ministry (HEM), in Kampala, Uganda, to solve problems of vulnerability and mentality of refugees in
particular as well as other vulnerable people in Uganda by caring, supporting, and advocating for them,
while training them to unite and to be able to solve their problems themselves, after changing their
mentality. We use the word mentality to mean their ways of thinking and their beliefs.
As Pastor Bonaventure was himself a refugee, he could see the problems facing refugees: The
problems were many: getting not enough to eat, no education, HIV and Aids, sickness and disease,
shelter, sanitation and clean drinking water, psychological and spiritual problems and other many!
In Uganda there are 1.4 million refugees, from many 31 countries. The numbers increase each year.
Refugees are amongst the most vulnerable people in the world! The majority of refugees have very
little life sustenance. Many have nothing when they arrive. Most (75-80%) are women and children.
Most have no family or few family members. Some have been here a long time.
HEM was established in Uganda on 12 May 2013 as a Christian and Charity Organization. It is a
registered as a non-governmental organization (NGO) by the Uganda Government under Reg. No:
IDN122056895NB and Permit No: INDP11873895NB. It is allowed to work countrywide. HEM also
signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the Government of Uganda allowing it to operate in
Uganda Refugee Settlements; focusing on Refugee Support and Humanitarian Actions, community
development initiatives and leadership empowerment and evangelism
From its beginning, HEM has been guided, advised, advocated for and funded by Christian
missionaries from western countries. HEM is partnering with International School of Ministry (ISOM)
from USA in Bible Training and delivering Certificates, Diploma, and Bachelors’ Degree to its
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students.
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Vision, Mission, Values, Philosophy, Moto, Goals, and Developmental Approach

Hope for Eternity Ministry (HEM)

Our Vision: “To be a Model Christian and Charity Organization”
Our Mission: “To seek and to save the lost, and to liberate the oppressed”
(Luke 19:10)

Our Core Values: “Hope - Excellence - Morality”
HOPE: No life without hope. Our major principle is to work with and build hope as the first step of
life-change.
EXCELLENCE: Our ultimate goal is to meet excellence in our work and service delivery. We strive to
uplift our beneficiaries to an excellent work and life.
MORALITY: We are guided by the principles of honesty and integrity in all our activities.

Our Philosophy: “Be Saved, Safe and Save”
Our Motto: “Key for Success”
Our Strategic Goals:
 To Care for and Assist Refugees and other Vulnerable,
 To Contribute to Safe and Sustainable Community,
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 To Promote Evangelism and Church.
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 To Equip Pastors and Church Leaders with Leadership Skills,
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Our Developmental Approach: “Caring for the Whole Person”
A serious mistake can sometimes be made by supporters and donors who wish to support one or two
parts among the three parts of a person’s life, and then to expect success to occur! Success will not
happen. The real success and lasting success will happen when the whole three parts are supported
(The Flesh, the Soul and the Spirit). HEM saves vulnerable persons as a whole (Flesh, Spirit and
Soul), and liberates the oppressed also as a whole, from the effects of poverty (Flesh), ignorance (Soul)
and sin (Spirit). The diagram below shows the way a person can be supported to achieve a successful
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and happy life.
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Board of Directors
HEM Board of Directors is composed of seven members: The Chairman, the Vice-Chairman, the
Secretary, the Treasurer, advisor and two members. Among them, we have 3 women representing 42%
and 4 males representing 58%. Five of HEM Board members have university qualifications and two
are church leaders with secondary education level. All board members have at least five years of
experience in leadership. Three Board members have experience in working with international NGOs.
The HEM Board of Directors have done excellent work this year by coping with many problems
caused by Covid-19 consequences. It was not easy for the Board of Director to sustain the continuity
of HEM, but with their commitment, competence, integrity, dedication and effectiveness; they
persisted and continued to sustain HEM through 2020, even until now! May God bless them.

Executive Committee
This committee is composed with three persons: Executive Director, General Secretary and General
Treasurer played a significant role of HEM organization especially the year 2020, where Covid-19
disturbed the entire world! When everyone was busy trying to protect themselves, this committee was
also protecting the organization’s staff, even beneficiaries by providing for the urgent needs for life
and for protection. Led by the Executive Director this team collaborated closely with the fundraising
team from Canada so the total baby orphans in Kyaka II Refugee settlement could be protected and
supported. Everything was very well done in each area, fundraising, development program, human
resource management and in accounting. May God bless you.

Management and Staff
During 2020, HEM has been operating with 16 staffs (6 at headquarters, 2 at Kampala field office, 4
at Kyaka II field Office, 3 at Nakivale field Office and 1 in Kyangwale field Office). HEM also has a
volunteer Canadian technical advisor who has visited and advised over the past five years and who
works hand in hand with the management team. Our management and staff team are shown below.
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We thank all staff for their dedication and commitment to HEM, and to all of those we serve.
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Hope for Eternity Ministry Team Members

HEM is a committed, competent, credible and distinctive organization able to meet its mission,
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vision, mission and goals. It has succeeded in bringing back hope for eternity to thousands of

HEM ACHIEVEMENTS IN 2020
Covid-19 Pandemic and the Rise in Poverty
In Uganda, the people most affected by poverty are the ones affected most by global Covid-19
pandemic. These are orphans, children, handicapped, women, widows and older people. These
categories of people need financial capacity building so they can make positive changes for their
families, and for the whole country in general so Uganda can persist in fighting Covid-19 challenges.
Among these poor people, a big number are church members (pastors, church leaders) some of whom
mistakenly believe God can make miracles without any of their efforts. Therefore, HEM strategically
focused on developing pastors and church leaders even before Covid-19. Pastors and church leaders
play a significant role changing people’s mentality once they are trained and equipped in Bible literacy,
financial literacy, and counseling.
During 2020 there was a significant increase in poverty across rural Ugandan refugee settlements, as
well as for many urban refugees in larger centers. Remember that Uganda is hosting 1,423,740
refugees (women and children represent 82%) making it the country with the highest number of
refugees in Africa, and the 3rd largest in the world. Before March 2020 a refugee received an allowance
of 31,000 USH per month, which is equal to $8.40 US per month or 28 cents per day per person. In
March this was reduced to 22,000 USH, or roughly 20 cents per person per day. This amount is not
only for food, but also for all necessities such as clothing, sanitation, and transport. This reduction in
support during Covid-19 period aggravated the level of poverty among refugees and was led to
miserable living conditions and deaths.
Total refugee orphans, unaccompanied and separated children were the most vulnerable persons in
refugee settlements in Uganda during that period of Covid-19 in 2020. The increase in the number of
vulnerable persons in Uganda and in refugee settlements was a serious problem for HEM. We give
thanks to HEM staff, donors, partners and all stakeholders for their intervention to improve and save
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the lives of the above oppressed and helpless persons during the year 2020.
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Achievement Highlights
During 2020 HEM strategically focused its efforts in the following important areas:
-

Church leadership capacity building in Bible and Professional Counseling (23 pastors and
church leaders graduated with ISOM Bible School),

-

Promoted saving culture and improvement of people’s livelihoods through the promotion of
SACCOS (savings and credit co-operatives), income generating activities (handicrafts,
tailoring, agriculture, apiculture), and financial literacy,

-

Cared for less than five years total orphans (a total of 277 total orphans were reached among
many who received support once or few times a year),

-

Supporting primary education (more than 31 pupils have been given school fees for first term
and scholastic materials),

-

Improved the lives of vulnerable persons such as widows, elderly and disabled persons (one
house rehabilitated),

-

Environmental protection and promotion of nutrition and health through fruit trees planted

-

Constructed a church building and its offices in Kyaka II Refugee settlement.

-

Extended contacts and activities in Kyangwale Refugees Settlements.

-

Started more fundraising in USA and Canada via our updated website, and in partnership with
Bridges of Hope International Network of Development Agencies, Inc. We plan to extend
fundraising efforts in Africa and other western countries in the near future.

Achievements in Kampala
In Kampala, HEM is working with Urban Refugees and Ugandans in financial inclusion (SACCOs),
aid relief, financial literacy, professional counselling studies, handicrafts and tailoring, church
leadership empowerment, French language classes, and evangelism.
Professional Counselling Studies

Due to many problems faced by refugees from the countries where they came from. So special
counselling is badly needed to help refugees gain back hope in their lives. Therefore, HEM decided to
train trainers especially Pastors, Church Leaders, and Community Leaders so they became able to give
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counselling services to their members.
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The photos below, shows the work done this year in the HEM School of Counselling.

French Language Education

Teaching is done at HEM headquarters, especially for youth. We are also teaching English to refugees
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and migrants to facilitate their communication especially in business.
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Financial Literacy Training

The twenty years I spent at school learning different courses; no one taught me about money! Even
my parents didn’t teach me about money! I had been struggling myself to know about money! I asked
others if they have been taught about money and they said there was nothing available! Therefore we
decided to prepare the financial literacy courses to teach people about money: What is it, how to gain
it, how to spend it wisely, how money makes money, how money can produce durable happiness, and
so on.
HEM Financial Literacy has been very useful to many refugees either in Kampala or Refugee
settlements are now able to improve their living conditions.
 Most people don’t know how to think about how they can produce a better life for
themselves!
 Many people have many opportunities - but they don’t know how to use them!
 Our aim is to teach and train people the wise use of our opportunities.
Recycling Charcoal Training for Saving Money

From the residues of charcoal, HEM trains women and young girls who are poor, how to produce soil
bricks for use in cooking. This saves money by not buying additional charcoal.

This above is a real-life example of
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teaching how to make wise use of their
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HEM has been teaching and training people in the wise use
of their opportunities in 2020.

Many people have

Through financial

opportunities.

literacy training,

However, they do

individuals

not know how to

canlearn how to

use them

use their

effectively.

opportunities.

One ladder was enough to help him see what he wanted to see. But, he used
a lot of energy and time to bring a huge number of ladders and failed.
Many people are like this man; they have all opportunities but they don’t
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know how to use them to reach where they want to go or to be!

Kasese Youth in Bible and Financial Literacy
HEM Annual Activity Report, 2020 “Our Mission is to seek and to save the lost and to liberate the oppressed”

training

2.2.3.3. Financial Principles for Wealth

On whatever

If possible, earn

you earn,

money and invest

please save

it immediately to

some so that
you can become

Earn

secured

Save

make your
financial

security sure!

Invest
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On what you saved, please, use it to produce more!
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Evangelism and Church Planting

The human being is made of three parts: Flesh, Spirit and Soul. All these parts need to be completely
supported. If one of the three suffer; all the two suffer too. To have food (flesh) and knowledge (soul)
in abundances doesn’t means that you are okay! It requires the Spirit to be supported to meet the whole
development of an individual so that the whole human being may become fully happy and have the
total wellbeing.
Evangelism is the way of bringing back hope to people spiritually, and that is the reason HEM
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evangelizes to make well the spirit, support the flesh and develop the soul by teachings.
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On 20 June 2020, HEM Organized and Funded International Refugee Day in Kampala, Kyaka II and Nakivale Settlements
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2020: Year of Creativity, Innovation and Excellence

In 2020 HEM Organized a Study Tour to Mama Maria at Vision for
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Africa and at Doctor Ron’s
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2020: Year of Creativity, Innovation and Excellence

Achievements in Kyaka II Refugee Settlement
Care for Refugee Total Orphans

HEM has been working from Kyaka II Refugee Settlement since 2019, focussing on children, total
orphans who are less than five years old, widows, elderly and church leaders. We look for caregivers
who we then train, counsel and we support. HEM feeds the total orphans with milk (powder mild or
cow milk), according to their age; we feed them with porridge, give them clothes, soaps, Vaseline,
pampers, health and sanitation care, food and medicine.
The following photos show highlights of what we achieved in 2020 when things were very difficult

HEM staff caring for total orphan in Kyaka II
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because of the coronavirus!

2020: Year of Creativity, Innovation and Excellence

These are total orphans. We have been supporting with
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food, care, health sanitation, clothing and other materials.
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2020: Year of Creativity, Innovation and Excellence
Children with Special Care Needs

Please support, and encourage
others to donate for total
orphans on our website!
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for sick and malnourished children.
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HEM Provides special food and special care
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2020: Year of Creativity, Innovation and Excellence

HEM encourages self-sufficiency by planting and
growing vegetables for sale and for consumption.
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HEM Handicrafts and Tailoring
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Women are making masks for fellow refugees to help prevent the spread of the coronavirus.
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2020: Year of Creativity, Innovation and Excellence
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2020: Year of Creativity, Innovation and Excellence

Multiple Supports for Vulnerable People

During the most active Coronavirus period HEM provided food and other support to
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vulnerable people in Kyaka II Refugee Settlement.
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2020: Year of Creativity, Innovation and Excellence

Leadership Empowerment

Leadership Empowerment
was accomplished through
prayers, seminars, and
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Bible School (ISOM).
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2020: Year of Creativity, Innovation and Excellence

Evangelism and Church Planting

This Church building was made by Refugees in
Kyaka II. We give thanks to God for this
wonderful effort done by Refugees. May God
bless them for Eternity.

Evangelism and church planting is
the main way of getting peace for

train people to have a good
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relationship with God.
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Eternity. We preach, teach, and
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2020: Year of Creativity, Innovation and Excellence

Environmental Protection

HEM is also aiming at environmental protection but at the same time producing fruits to fight
against malnutrition and hunger. This is the reason we are focusing on fruits trees preparation and
planting. The following photos show a little among much that we have grown in 2020.

3

2
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2020: Year of Creativity, Innovation and Excellence

Achievements in Nakivale Refugee Settlement
Children Care and Support

HEM cared for and support 50 baby orphans in Nakivale Refugee Settlement. They are in two
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categories: Total orphans, and Partial orphans.
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2020: Year of Creativity, Innovation and Excellence

HEM Handicrafts and Tailoring in Nakivale Refugee Settlement

Handicrafts and tailoring are tools for financial inclusion for women. The training gives technical
knowledge so when their products sell, they earn money for themselves. The money earned is used
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Support for Youth Initiatives
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for family well-being and they put aside an amount to save in HEM SACCO for future needs.
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HEM rehabilitated it for a young refugee.
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2020: Year of Creativity, Innovation and Excellence

2020: Year of Creativity, Innovation and Excellence

to do farming business, and support to promote environmental protection in Nakivale
Refugee Settlement.
HEM Annual Activity Report, 2020 Our Mission is to seek and to save the lost and to liberate the oppressed”
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HEM supported a handicapped youth in a business start-up, a loan from HEM SACCO
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HEM SACCO provides micro-loans to many!

2020: Year of Creativity, Innovation and Excellence

Achievements in Kyangwale Refugee Settlement
Children’s Care and Support

Children, especially total
orphans were given milk and
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porridge.
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2020: Year of Creativity, Innovation and Excellence

Vulnerable Women Supported (Widow and Elderly)

Woman were also given
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a small supply of soap.
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2020: Year of Creativity, Innovation and Excellence
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Support for Handicapped Persons
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2020: Year of Creativity, Innovation and Excellence

Achievements in Masanafu, Kampala District
Financial Inclusion Through SACCO and Handicrafts

.

inclusion and poverty reduction in 2020.
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Women’s handicrafts and SACCO services were very useful for financial
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2020: Year of Creativity, Innovation and Excellence

MESSAGE TO OUR DONORS AND SUPPORTERS
HEM does not have many donors or supporters, but whatever we receive from them, we use it wisely as our
principle says: “To use little and produce much results”. We believe in the power of sowing with a small seed
something which becomes very big in future.
The following are just a few photos of HEM leaders and staff reporting for 2020 and planning for 2021, and at
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the same time they receiving organizational training. This was done at HEM headquarter in Kampala.
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2020: Year of Creativity, Innovation and Excellence

The photos above are intended for audiences in the USA, Canada, and
elsewhere. The photos are to show you we are working hard to help those who
need help the most. They are the most vulnerable! Your support has allowed
HEM to continue to be sustainable as we had planned in all areas. Thank you!
Our achievements are the results of our prayers, from working hard and smart,
from the unity among leaders, and from the good advice and support we have
been given from different people, and from caring supporters everywhere.
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May God bless all of you.
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2020: Year of Creativity, Innovation and Excellence

SPENDING FOR PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES BY FOCUS AREA
S/N

1
2
3

Activity
Assistance to less than
five years total orphans
Assistance
to
vulnerable
persons
(widows & elderly)
Home visits and care

Budget allocation (%)

REFUGEE SUPPORT

23.5
4

S/N

DEVELOPMENT

1
17.3
%

2

INITIATIVES

S/N

Activity

1
2
3

ISOM Bible Training
Evangelism and church planting
Professional Counseling

ACTIONS

%

1

COMMUNITY

AND HUMANITARIAN

28.5

Activity

Budget allocation (%)

Promotion of saving
culture & credits through
SACCOs & HSF
Environnemental
protection (fruit tree
plantation)

9,5

Budget allocation (%)

11.4
9.1
4.3

7,8

CHURCH
24.8
%

LEADERSHIP
EMPOWERMENT
&
EVANGELISM

S/N
29.4
%

Activity

Administration/offices
Fundraising
Outreach

Budget allocation (%)

15
5.3
9.1
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ADMINISTRATION

1
2
3
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STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF KEY ACTIVITIES BY GOALS AND PROJECT AREAS

PRIORITY ONE: REFUGEE SUPPORT AND HUMANITARIAN ACTIONS
Strategic Goal: To Care for and Assist Refugees and Other Vulnerable
Key Activities by Projects
Refugee Support
Num. given capital start up, food and material
Num. of people given food, soaps and clothes
Num. of people trained in handcraft and tailoring
Compassion for African Child
Num. of babies and children given milk, porridge,
clothing, medicine
Num. of Orphans & Poor supported
Num. of Children advocated for their rights
Hope for other vulnerable people
Num. of Ugandans supported with any things
Num. of Ugandans trained in handcraft and tailoring
Num. of Ugandans with accounts in HEM SACCO
Num. of Elderly persons support supported

Kpla

KYAKA

NAKIVALE

KYAGWAL

CHURCHES

BENEFICIARIES

48
24
2

72
651
43

845
51
16

0
0
0

26
71
3

Widows
Vulnerable
Women

Kpla

KYAKA

NAKIVALE

KYAGWAL

CHURCHES

BENEFICIARIES

653

5

548

43

49

8

Children

699
106

24
0

608
51

25
36

21
2

21
17

‘’
‘’

Kpla

KYAKA

NAKIVALE

KYAGWAL

CHURCHES

BENEFICIARIES

44
17
22
5

15
10
21
8

5
0
0
48

2
5

40
7
0
11

Ugandans
‘’
‘’
‘'

Uganda

991
797
64
Uganda

Uganda

66
34
43
77

PRIORITY TWO: COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES
Strategic Goal: To contribute to Safe and Sustainable Community
Key Activities by Projects
New face for African Women
Number of women members in HEM SACCO
Women given Financial Literacy training
Number of women trained on their rights
Hope for Africa
Number of Youth sensitized on saving culture
Safe & sustainable community
Number of Youth trained in financial Literacy
Num. of Youth given business start-up capital

NAKIVALE

KYAGWALe

CHURCHES

BENEFICIARIES

409
1,071
1,005

161
197
56

122
370
742

105
450
185

-

21
54
22

Women
‘’
‘’

Uganda

Kpla

KYAKA

NAKIVALE

KYAGWAL

CHURCHES

BENEFICIARIES

Uganda

Kpla

KYAKA

522

46

124

300

-

52

Youth

Ugand

Kpla

KYAKA

NAKIVALE

KYAGWAL

CHURCHES

BENEFICIARIES

311
53

48
9

231
17

32
27

-

-

Youth
‘’

Number of Youth accounts in HEM /SACCO

409

127

102

180

-

-

‘’

Environmental protection (fruits trees planted)

6,926

0

4,726

2,200

-

-

‘’
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PRIORITY THREE: CHURCH LEADERSHIP EMPOWERMENT
Strategic Goal: To Equip Pastors and Church Leaders with Leadership
Key Activities by Projects
ISOM Bible Training
Pastors trained and graduated with ISOM
Curriculum
Feed my flock
Number of seminars for pastors
Study Trips done in Kampala and Mukono
School of Counselling
Number of trainers trained and graduated
Number of leaders given formal training
Informal Counselling

Uganda

Kpla

KYAKA

NAKIVALE

KYAGWAL

CHURCHES

BENEFICIARIES

23

-

23

0

-

-

Bible scholars

Uganda
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KYAKA

NAKIVALE

KYAGWAL

CHURCHES

BENEFICIARIES

3

4
3

10
-

-

-

5
-

Pastors
HEM leaders

Uganda

Kpla

KYAKA

NAKIVALE

KYAGWAL

CHURCHES

BENEFICIARIES

23
-

23
-

-

-

-

-

Leaders
‘’
‘’

PRIORITY FOUR: EVANGELISM
Strategic Goal: To promote Evangelism and Church
Key Activities by Projects
Local Churches
Evangelism (Saved persons / Christians)
Number of women, youth, and Pastors trained
Group of prayers created
Children Sunday Schools
Sunday school curriculum given
Number of training Sunday school teachers
Number of children in Sunday school services
Child event Celebrations
Wake-up
Prayers Groups created for worldwide revival

Uganda

Kpla

KYAKA

NAKIVALE

KYAGWAL

CHURCHES

BENEFICIARIES

279

62

56
78

30
71

-

68

7

1

3

-

-

3

Saved
Youth, Pastors,
Women
All the world
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KYAKA
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KYAGWAL

CHURCHES

BENEFICIARIES

3
8
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4

1
3
45
1

1
2
87
1

1

2
-

1
1
47
1

Children
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‘’
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1
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All

2020: Year of Creativity, Innovation and Excellence

BENEFICIARY COMPARISON FOR 2019 AND 2020

Category/ Years

2019

2020

Difference

 Orphans

17

191 = (4+144)

+174

 Elderly

7

9

+2

 SACCO Members

133

225

+92

 Church members

346

131

-213

 ISOM

216

45

-171

 Orphans

12

50 = (41+9)

+38

 Elderly

4

48

+44

 SACCO Members

66

180

+114

 ISOM

20

08

-12

 Orphans

N/A

34 = (12+22)

+34

 Elderly

N/A

5

+5

 SACCO Members

N/A

N/A

N/A

 Orphans

N/A

4

+4

 Elderly

N/A

23

+23

 SACCO Members

30

38

+8

 Orphans

72

24

+48

 Elderly

3

5

+2

 SACCO Members

379

597

+218

 Church members

102

40

-62

 ISOM

216

45

-171

KYAKA II Settlement

NAKIVALE Settlement

KYANWALE Settlement

MASANAFU

KAMPALA BUKASA
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2020: Year of Creativity, Innovation and Excellence

HEM BUDGET FOR 2021

HEM BUDGET FOR INCOME (82,210 US $)

5%
22%
44%
6%

23%

Funds from Donors
Projects funded
Donations & gifts
Contributions (Internal & External)
Internal generated income
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HEM BUDGET FOR EXPENSES 2021
Church leadership capacity
building through Bible training,
seminars, conferences and work
promotion among church
leaders

Evangelism and church planting
Other expenses (Contingency)

Management and
Administrative

Church Leadership
Empowerment & Evangelism

Allowances
Office equipment

Promotion of formal Education
Environmental protection
through fruit trees plantation
Transport and Communication

Financial inclusion through
financial literacy

Staff Capacity building

Promotion of saving culture and
credits through SACCOs

Other operational cost

Community Development
Initiatives

Refugee Support and
Humanitarian Actions

Elderly
Aid relief and advocacy

Assistance to less than five years
total orphans

Livelihood promotion
Education support (School fees
and scholastic materials)

Capacity building for total
orphan caregivers
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2020: Year of Creativity, Innovation and Excellence

CHALLENGES WERE MANY – THEY ALL WERE OVERCOME
The following are some of the challenges HEM faced during 2020:
 Covid-19 pandemic hindered most of the activities, as in the HEM strategic plan for the year
2020 (lockdown, working from home, curfew, etc).
 Language barrier between refugees themselves (they are from different countries), and even
communicating with the host community (Uganda) was another challenge faced.
 Availability of minimum funds to support all the needs of vulnerable refugees.
 Lack of organizational transportation to facilitate easy movement in extending services to the
communities.

CONCLUSION
Friends, the coronavirus created many difficulties for us during 2020. Nevertheless, we succeed in
spite of the virus and its consequences. As one can see from our focus and our activities, we have
made a significant and meaningful impact on the lives of refugees as well as Ugandan nationals within
the country. A great many persons were supported, advocated for, empowered and equipped with skills
leading them to financial inclusion, and to family wellbeing.
It is my great privilege on behalf of HEM to extend sincere thanks and gratitude - to all our donors,
partners, and all stakeholders, as well as our staff, and the beneficiaries who together helped HEM
achieve its goals in 2020.
We intend to do even more and do even better in 2021 with everyone’s continued support, prayers and
collaboration.
May God bless you.

Pastor BONAVENTURE DUSABUMUREMYI

HEM Executive Director
dusabebony@hemafrica.org
0750945924/0785978668
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HEM VISION, MISSION, CORE VALUE AND MOTTO

• To be a model Christian
and Charity
organisation that
brings back hope to
vulnerable people for
eternity

• To seek and to save the
lost, and to liberate the
oppressed

HEM
Vision

HEM
Mission

HEM Core
value

HEM
Phylosophy

• Hope, Excellency
and Morality

• Be Saved, Safe and Save

HEM Motto

Key for Success
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